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In Siam the king's brother is Head Abbot, and the
monarch himself cares for the welfare of the monks, pro-
motes their unity, and stimulates their education and their
work as schoolmasters. As in Burma every boy is at some
time a novice, and Buddhism is 'Siam-custom' as it is
'Burma-custom*—a potent influence in national life. In
Cambodia it has had to struggle with Hindu rivals, and
Angkor Wat is to Hinduism what Borobodur is to Bud-
dhism—a monument of the confidence of these missions
from the mainland and a picture-gallery of the legends
of epics and puranas.
VI
The development of Hindu temple architecture may
now be traced from the exquisite little Raths of Maha-
mallapuram near Madras to the vast quadrangles and
pyramidal towers of Angkor Wat in Cambodia. Both com-
memorate epic heroes and the cosmic activities of Vishnu
and Siva, and both are free from the erotic and phallic
—happy blends of Aryan and Dravidian culture.
Let us glance first at 'the Seven Pagodas' of Maha-
mallapuram. From great monoliths artists of about the
seventh century have carved life-like and gigantic animals
—the elephant and the bull of Siva, towering beside the little
Raths which are exquisite miniature shrines; they belong
to an age of sobriety and hero-worship rather than to one
of the erotic and phallic worships which gradually spread
from the early to the later conquering groups; and with
this process went the development of a tropical imagina-
tion, which reared vast towers, gopurams, about the central
god-shrine and carved every inch of their surfaces with
the teeming figures of the pantheon.
Like the early Buddhist stupas these temples are rooted
in sun-worship, and Hindu processions circulate through
their open courtyards, as those of the Buddhists circulated
around the shrines at Sanchi and Amaravati, Here too
Jains reared characteristic monuments, with vast rock-
sculptures of the Founder, and it was not without a struggle

